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Did you know that 95% of commercial water heater repair services are emergency jobs? Most of these
emergencies adversely affect businesses disrupting the smooth operations putting you at a risk of reducing
profits. At Beehive Plumbing, we are a plumbing company in the heart of Utah offering state of the art water
heater repair services. We take pride in offering quality services thanks to our many years of experience and
team of professional certified technicians. When you need prompt repair services, don't hesitate to contact
Beehive Plumbing Company. We are available 24/7 for 100% customer satisfaction deal and free
consultation.

Signs That You Need Commercial Water Heater Service
Most businesses have no idea when they need water heater service until all hell breaks loose. There are various
early warning signs that should make you seek repair services. When you learn to read the initial signs, you
reduce the rate of disruptions and protect your heater from damages.

Rusty Water
Rusty water flowing from your heater is an early sign of a problem inside your heater. On most cases, it indicates
that rusting is taking place on the inside. If not addressed, it may lead to leakages. This can be difficult to detect
when you have galvanized pipes because you cannot tell with absolute surety that the rusting is occurring in the
heater. A fast test on this is to let 3 gallons of water run out for a few minutes then check for rust. Should rusty
water persist, then you need to contact specialists.

Unusual Noise and Sounds from Heater
When you hear rumbling noise from your heater, you should not take it lightly. It could be a sign that your heater
needs to be replaced because it's getting worn out or has a problem. The rumbling noise occurs as the lifetime of
the heater comes to an end because of hardened layers of sediments at the bottom.
If not addressed you may end up incurring more costs on electricity because the heater becomes less efficient.
The worst-case scenario would be more damages on the brittle metallic tank that may lead to leaks. Having a
specialist check it out is paramount.

Temperature and Pressure Valve (T&P valve)
A T& P valve can be a good indicator of a severe problem with balancing the temperature and pressure
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difference in your heater. When you notice water on the floor below the heater, or you observe water dripping
along the pipe running down the heating unit, then it could be showing there is a problem with T & P valve. It
implies that the heater is venting a lot of steam that it should.
The T&P valve is very sensitive in the operation of your heater. The best choice of action is to contact our
commercial water heater service repair providers at Beehive Plumbing.

Commercial Water Heaters We Repair
At Beehive Plumbing we repair all commercial water heaters. Some of the heaters include:

Electric Water Heater
Electric water heaters cost less as compared to gas heaters. They also have a slow rate of recovery with higher
efficiency.

Gas Water Heater
Gas water heaters boast being less expensive than electric heaters. With its high rate of recovery, it is suitable
for large families. Because the heater is independent of electricity, it is capable of supplying hot water
throughout.

Tankless Water Heater
Tankless water heaters recently made a grand entry in the market with improved technology. It requires less
space as compared to the other heaters. There is no risk of bursting tanks and has an overall high efficiency.

Beehive Plumbing in Salt Lake City, Utah
Our services are of high quality. We get things done right the first time. With many years of experience,
customer satisfaction guarantee, coupons, and better affordable financing services, you can't afford to miss.
Also, we offer the following warranties:
1 year of plumbing parts and labor.
6 year on parts and labor for all water heaters we supply and install.
60 days on mainline drain cleaning.
30 days on any extra line drain cleaning.
30 days on commercial drain cleaning.
10 days of toilet drain cleaning.
Contact Beehive Plumbing in Salt Lake City, Utah today for a free consultation by calling us at 801-9231129.
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